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T

he digital
revolution and
the interactive
consumer continue
to shake up one industry
after another. However, the
economic crisis doesn’t
seem to be slowing down
this process. Quite the
contrary, it may even be
accelerating it. The users
are now in charge, and
they are radically pursuing
their own interests.
For many companies, these
challenges have combined
to create a dangerous
situation.

Programme curators:
Peter Bihr & Monique van Dusseldorp

Programme as of April 11.
Changes possible.

We are now at the crossroads.
And it’s pretty clear that
past ideas and conventions
will no longer lead us to
where we would like to be.

Welcome to the
great unknown.
Welcome to
NEXT13!

What lies ahead is uncharted
territory, terra incognita.
Digital pioneers from
around the world will
guide you over the next
two days at NEXT13. Find
out which areas are worth
exploring - for you, and
for your business! There
might well be dragons
waiting, we don’t know.
But it’s time for a new
round of adventures, so
you‘d better get your
survival kit ready.
More than 150 speakers
will tell you how, here
at NEXT Berlin!
Matthias Schrader
(SinnerSchrader)
Chairman NEXT13

Up-to-date programme at
nextberlin.eu/programme2013
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General
information

The NEXT Party
Stages & Workshops
Tuesday April 23
21:00
NEXT13 has three stages.
The Dome Stage will host
international keynote
speakers and digital
pioneers, who will share
their knowledge about
trends and future
developments.
The White Stage will have
a more practical focus
with exciting insights
into topics like service
design, money, robots,
mobile and design.
And the Start-up Stage
- presented by hub:raum will be dedicated to
Europe’s entrepreneurs,
their topics and pitches.

@ Prince Charles
Prinzenstraße 85F
10969 Berlin

Join us for the NEXT13
Party on Tuesday evening!
Everyone holding a conference ticket is invited
to the party at Prince
Charles.

Networking
Subway access
via line U8
Moritzplatz

After each session there
will be a 30-minute break
for networking. You’ll find
lounge areas and bars on
all three levels. Here, and
in the Speakers Lounge on
level C, you’ll be able to
meet other NEXT participants.

We will provide you with
free non-alcoholic drinks
as well as beer and wine.
Catering

Visit our Demo Area in the
Speakers Lounge and take
the opportunity to have
a close look at the great
projects of our speakers
like Robosavvy’s 3D printed
social robot.
Chat with internationally
renowned masterminds, gain
inspiration and enjoy the
fun! At the end of both
conference days you’ll
also have the opportunity
to network.
Tuesday
Wednesday
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For guaranteed access and
fast lane entry you can
purchase your VIP pass at
the helpdesk close to the
accreditation for 50 Euros
(plus tax and fee).

NEXT Berlin will provide
free food and non-alcoholic drinks on both days.
The catering area, located
on the ground-floor, is
open all day.
Lunch will be provided
from 13:00 - 14:00.
There will be no dinner.

19:15 - 21:00
17:15 - 18:00
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programme overview
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Running order

Dome Stage

Room ID

C01

April 23

Moderated by Monique van Dusseldorp (Conference Curator) &
Ole Tillmann (Actor, Presenter & Speaker Coach)

09:30

Opening speeches
Matthias Schrader (SinnerSchrader) and video intro
by Neelie Kroes (European Commission)

10:00

The nature of the future: the socialstructed world
Keynote by Marina Gorbis (Institute For The Future)

10:30

Dragon slayers
Panel discussion with Ulrich Hegge (comdirect bank),
Peter Rampling (Telefónica), Matthias Schmidt-Pfitzner
(Deutsche Telekom), Stan Sugarman (G+J Deutschland),
moderated by Jochen Wegner (Zeit Online)

11:00

Coffee break

11:30

The declaration of independents
Bryce Roberts (O’Reilly AlphaTech Ventures)

12:00

The computational knowledge revolution
Stephen Wolfram (Wolfram|Alpha)

12:30

The future of the digital economy
Peer Steinbrück (SPD), interviewed
by Zanny Minton-Beddoes (The Economist)

13:00

Lunch break
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Seating capacity

14:00

Access on
level

600

C

Makers
Moderated by Peter Bihr (Digital Strategist &
NEXT Programme Curator)
Design for the new normal
Anab Jain (Superflux)
Recipe for discovery
Janjaap Ruijssenaars (Universe Architecture)
Making Makies: the world‘s first CE-certified
3D printed toy
Alice Taylor (Makielab)

15:30

Coffee break

16:00

Interface
Designing for the unknown
Alexandra Deschamps-Sonsino
3D printable social robots
Talk & demo by Limor Schweitzer (Robosavvy)
The age of computer vision
Petra Perner (Institute of Computer Vision
and Applied Computer Sciences)

17:30

Coffee break

18:00

NEXT 100
Ignite talks by selected members of Europe’s Top 100 digital
influencers, moderated by Colette Ballou (Ballou PR)

18:30

Harper Reed on Big Data, big answers and what ‘Obama For
America’ taught him about the future of technology
Keynote by Harper Reed (Engineer)

19:15

Networking

21:00

NEXT13 Party @ Prince Charles
Prinzenstraße 85F, 10969 Berlin
Subway access via line U8 Moritzplatz
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Running order

Dome Stage

Room ID

C01

Seating capacity

Access on
level

600

C

April 24

Moderated by Monique van Dusseldorp (Conference Curator) &
Ole Tillmann (Actor, Presenter & Speaker Coach)

09:30

‘There be dragons, there be giants’ – How we chart
the future and make our choices
Keynote by Thomas Kiessling (Deutsche Telekom)

10:00

From stretched to strengthened: marketing transformation
Sabine Schilg (IBM)

10:15

Go big or go home
Panel discussion with Kevin Hartz (Eventbrite), Fabian Siegel
(Global Founders Capital), moderated by Paul Jozefak (Liquid Labs)

11:00

Coffee break

15:30

Coffee break

11:30

Invisible

16:00

Start-up Pitch award ceremony
Min-Kin Mak (Deutsche Telekom), Peter Borchers (hub:raum),
Matthias Schrader (SinnerSchrader), moderated
by Hermione Way (TNW)

16:15

Fantasy prototypes and real disruption
Keynote by Bruce Sterling (Author)

17:00

Closing Remarks
Matthias Schrader (SinnerSchrader)

17:15

Networking

The weird is yet to come
Martin Spindler (Strategy Consultant)
Smart citizens make smart cities
Dan Hill (Fabrica)
Life after data
David Bausola (PhilterPhactory)
13:00

14:00

The age of context
Robert Scoble (Rackspace)
Contextualising content in a mobile world
Martin Ott (Facebook)
Giving devices the gift of sight
Fireside chat with Tal Dagan (PrimeSense)
and Robert Scoble (Rackspace)

Lunch break
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Context
Moderated by Robert Scoble (Rackspace)
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Session
descriptions

Context

Smart, connected things
and lots and lots of data
make for a powerful mix.
Wearable computers in our
clothes, wrist watches
and phones collect data
and are increasingly
context-aware.

Makers

Just as the web has
democratised publishing
and many other industries,
maker technologies like
3D manufacturing will
democratise and revolutionise
industries ranging from
product innovation to retail.
The maker movement is
quickly evolving, professionalising and becoming
a trend with high relevance
for businesses in all
industries.

Tuesday, April 23
14:00 – 15:30
Dome Stage

Invisible

Over the next few years we
will see many visions that
sound like Science Fiction
today, become reality.

As networked technology
becomes increasingly
ubiquitous and invisible,
the line between the digital
and physical worlds becomes
more and more blurred.

Building context-aware
services and devices holds
tremendous potential as we
go forward.

Interface

We live in a post-PC era:
In 2013, the majority of
onliners will access the
web via mobile devices,
not desktops. Completely
new forms of interfaces
are arriving and over the
next few years we’ll see
many more emerging.
What does the future of
human-machine interfaces
look like?

Now everyday devices are
connected to the web and
sometimes we don’t even
recognise it anymore –
technology and the internet
becomes transparent;
traditional access points
will be overcome soon.

Wednesday, April 24
14:00 – 15:30
Dome Stage

Wednesday, April 24
11:30 – 13:00
Dome Stage

Tuesday, April 23
16:00 – 17:30
Dome Stage
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Running order

White Stage

Room ID

B05-B07

April 23

11:30

Service design – conquering terra incognita
Moderated & curated by Axel Averdung (SinnerSchrader)

09:30

11:30

Money
Moderated & curated by Lars Finke (SinnerSchrader)
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The disruptors
Moderated by Caroline Drucker (Etsy), curated by
Peter Bihr (Digital Strategist & NEXT Programme Curator)

New mobile territories: leaders and newcomers
Moderated & curated by Laurent Burdin
(SinnerSchrader Mobile)
ImmobilienScout24: With mobile first into
the future of real estate
Marc Stilke (ImmobilienScout24)
The new era – how Microsoft is changing its
position in the mobile industry
Peter Jäger (Microsoft)
TV meets mobile
Tobias Schmidt (wywy)
Anti-cooking activist
Adrian Blair (Just Eat)
And now? Expansion, mobile and new territories
Interview with Niklas Östberg (Delivery Hero)
Impact of mobile apps on local business models
Philipp Magin (eCabo)

Creative: state of the art
Moderated & curated by Jeremy Abbett (Google)
Introductory talk
Jeremy Abbett (Google)
In a different resolution
Hannes Koch (Random International)
Computational spaces
Franziska Hübler (Artist & Designer)
Space crafting
Rachel Wingfield (Designer)

B

The rise of the artisan economy
Caroline Drucker (Etsy)
Build trust and disrupt mass production
Gunnar Froh (Airbnb)
Using data to disrupt
Daniel Michalczyk (Uber)

Allianz oneWeb - A venture towards a global interaction platform
Barbara Karuth-Zelle (Allianz Managed Operations and Services SE)
Founding a company in a lame industry or the reason
why payleven rocks!
Konstantin Wolff (payleven)
What‘s next in consumer finance?
Jörg Ziesche (ING-DiBa)
How free agents are changing the financial industry
Mikko Teerenhovi (Holvi)
16:00

Access on
level

180

April 24

Dive. Stretch. Jump. Service design exercise for
improvement and innovation
Birgit Mager (International Service Design Network)
The spark of strategy
Louisa Heinrich (Superhuman)
The twist of execution or how living in beta mode
has become the norm
Anne Pascual (IDEO)
Service design in(no)vasion
Ignite talk by Alexander Baumgardt (Systemic Partners)
14:00

Seating capacity

14:00

Here be robots
Moderated & curated by Holger Blank (SinnerSchrader)
The future of gaming: bridging virtual and physical worlds
Talk & demo by Ian Bernstein (Orbotix)
NodeCopter – programming flying robots
Talk & demo by Robin Mehner (Software Developer) &
Felix Geisendörfer (Programmer)
3D printable social robots
Talk & demo by Limor Schweitzer (Robosavvy)
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Running order

Start-up Stage

Room ID

B08-B09

Seating capacity

Access on
level

180

April 23

presented by

April 24

presented by

11:30

Financing start-ups
Moderated by Hermione Way (TNW) & Peter Borchers (hub:raum)

11:30

Dragon Pitch
Moderated by Hermione Way (TNW)

Corporate venturing - quo vadis?
Panel session by Tanja Kufner (Wayra), Nicole Glaros (TechStars),
Stefan Lemper (YouIsNow), Thomas Offner (SevenVentures),
Patrick Meisberger (T-Ventures), Min-Kin Mak (Deutsche Telekom)
Series A - What to expect on both sides of the table
Hot seat by Max Niederhofer (Sunstone Capital)
The many forms of venturing
Niko Wäsche (GMPVC), Gabriel Matuschka (Partech International),
Bryce Roberts (O‘Reilly AlphaTech Ventures), moderated
by Hermione Way (TNW)
14:00

NEXT13 Start-up Pitch, Part I
Start-up Pitch finalists
Jury: Paula Marttila (Start-up Advisor), Caroline Drucker
(Etsy), Rob Moffat (Balderton Capital), Peter Borchers
(hub:raum), Nicole Glaros (TechStars)
14:00

Dragon Pitch
Moderated by Hermione Way (TNW)
NEXT13 Start-up Pitch, Part II
Start-up Pitch finalists

Building start-ups
Product: It‘s simple until you make it complicated
Hot seat by Oliver Bronner (stylemarks), Edial Dekker (Gidsy),
moderated by Dennis Wetzig (Pixray)
Design: Make it inviting to use
Benedikt Lehnert (6Wunderkinder), Maks Giordano (kreait),
Louisa Heinrich (Superhuman)
Team: Search, build, cultivate
Matt Cooper (oDesk)

16:00

B

Jury: Paula Marttila (Start-up Advisor), Caroline Drucker
(Etsy), Rob Moffat (Balderton Capital), Peter Borchers
(hub:raum), Nicole Glaros (TechStars)

Experiencing start-ups
Moderated by Hermione Way (TNW)
Thomas Madsen-Mygdal (Investor & Serial Entrepreneur)
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Keynote
speakers

Harper Reed

Marina Gorbis

Silicon Valley thought
leader Marina Gorbis will
share her vision of the
future, where the economy
is driven by relationships.
As Executive Director
of the Institute For The
Future she has advised
hundreds of organisations
and is currently researching
how social production will
change the face of major
industries.

The US-based tech pioneer
Harper Reed was responsible
for delivering Barack Obama’s
heavily data-driven online
re-election campaign. He
is currently looking at
a range of new technology
innovation opportunities.
In his rock’n’roll keynote
he’ll share his vast knowledge on Big Data and his
findings from the most
innovative political campaign we’ve seen so far.
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Bruce Sterling

In the closing keynote of
NEXT Berlin 2013, acclaimed
science-fiction author and
journalist Bruce Sterling
will tackle a variety of
topics ranging from design
fiction, think-and-do labs,
prototypes, start-up culture, the mass adoption of
disruptive technology and
the fallout that happens
once the dust settles in
a hollowed-out, Gothic
High Tech reality.

Thomas Kiessling

Thomas Kiessling held
several executive positions
in the ICT sector and has
advised the World Bank as
well as the European Commission. As Chief Product
& Innovation Officer, he
drives the product and
innovation strategy of
Deutsche Telekom. In his
keynote he will explain
how the global group is
positioning itself in
digital growth markets
like M2M, cloud or media.
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Running order

Workshop A03

April 23

11:30

14:00

April 24

Live from Berlin:
secrets of a mobile
start-up - PressMatrix
and SinnerSchrader Mobile
Daniel Höpfner (PressMatrix)
& Henri Kühnert (SinnerSchrader Mobile)

A

10:00

Meet & Greet Harper Reed

11:30

Disrupt your event. When
size doesn‘t matter.
Marcello Merlo (Frontiers
of Interaction)

14:00

How can we build a
French-German relationship
in the digital age?
Panel discussion with
Theophil Haberstroh (DFCA),
Nicolas Metzke (Melvin &
Hamilton Digital), Trista
Bridges (Rude Baguette),
Dominik Matyka (plista),
Maëva Tordo (Blue Factory),
Erkan Kilicaslan (Iris
Capital Management),
Nicolas Celier (Alven
Capital Partners),
Nicolas Brusson (BlablaCar),
Wolfgang Krause (Seventure
Partners), moderated by
Yann Mauchamp (Mutual
Benefits)

Running order

Big context – when data
turns into innovative
communication
Franziska von Lewinski,
Christo Zonnev, Nikolai
Bockholt & Christian
Clawien (Interone)

Reinventing the physical
and digital museum experience
Elliot Felix
(Brightspot Strategy)

16:00

Workshop A04

A

April 24

11:30

10:00

Meet & Greet Robert Scoble

11:30

Intro to the Berlin
Geekettes and attracting
talent to your start-up
Talk by Jess Erickson
(Berlin Geekettes),
Julia Hartz (Eventbrite) &
Denise Philipp (Berlin
Geekettes)

14:00

Ideas driven by technology –
from engineering to
involvement
Christo Zonnev, Nikolai
Bockholt & Thomas Fink
(Interone)

Get loyal clients through a
technology and social media
mix - a new era of engaging
Piotr Krauschar (Mobberry) &
Anna Robotycka (FaceAddicted)
Audience intelligence marketing
Oliver Zehn, Daniel Lehmann &
Carl Frederik Stroem
(iCrossing)

Workshop will be
held in German.

French-German
networking session
Hosted by DCFA &
Rude Baguette
Meet all the speakers
of the French-German
panel and join them
for networking drinks!
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Access on
level

April 23

14:00

Workshop will be
held in German.
16:00

Access on
level
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Running order

Workshop A05

April 23

9:30

11:30

April 24

Marketing needs to change
to be successful: Put your
customer in the centre!
Stefan Pfeiffer (IBM)
Social, mobile, personalised An easy to use company
platform to interact with
your customer
Katrin Stein &
Bernd Beilke (IBM)

14:00

Smarter marketing:
The integrated marketing
platform – modular and
scalable
Christian Kulicke (IBM)

16:00

Social media, crowdsourcing,
customer feedback: How
innovative companies use
web experience solutions
Peter Funke (IBM)

Access on
level

A

10:00

Meet & Greet Bruce Sterling

11:30

Brains beat budget:
gaining media exposure
without breaking the bank!
Tilo Bonow (Piâbo)

14:00

Start-up policy: Discovering
the needs of digital
start-ups in Europe
Erik Heinelt (German
Startups Association)

Running order

Access on
level

A

April 23

April 24

11:30

10:00

Meet & Greet Marina Gorbis

11:30

Securing an innovationfriendly environment:
Why political positioning
for start-ups is more
crucial than ever
Nina Keim & Cornelius Wendel
(Bohnen Kallmorgen & Partner),
Florian Nöll (German
Startups Association)

14:00

Stories shape visions – use
storytelling to prototype
digital experiences
Jens Otto Lange & Thomas
Stegmann (Storythinkers)

14:00
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Workshop A06

Servicise — thinking
beyond products
Martin Jordan & Katrin
Dribbisch (Service Design
Berlin)
Internet of ships
Juha van’t Zelfde (Vurb),
Maurits De Bruijn (Graphic
Designer & Developer) &
Jonas Lund (Artist)
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Running order

Workshop B03

April 23

16:00

April 24

PR for start-ups
Colette Ballou (Ballou PR)

11:30

Access on
level

B

UX jam: Collaborative
workshop for UX designers
Danijel Kurincic
(Interaction Designer &
UX Consultant)

Running order

April 23

11:30

Open source means open
for business
Micz Flor (Sourcefabric)

14:00

PR on Wikipedia
Markus Franz (Sucomo
Consulting), Arne Klempert
(Fleishman-Hillard) &
Dirk Franke (Wikipedia)

16:00
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Workshop B04

Access on
level

April 24

Let‘s see how it works:
Wikipedia edit-a-thon
Markus Franz
(Sucomo Consulting)
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B

11:30

Shaping the future of work
Teresa Bücker (D64),
Mirko Kaminski (Achtung!) &
Johannes Kleske (Third Wave)

14:00

Data visualisation with D3
Matt Patterson
(Web Developer)

here be dragons
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H

Here be
Dragons

ere be Dragons.
This is a phrase
from mapping,
a marker of the
unknown, of the dangerous;
a warning, and an admission
of ignorance. There’s another
phrase, though, that springs
to mind when talking about
dragons: Slaying the dragon.

by Adam
Tinworth

Dragon slayers are the
heroes of myth and fable.
They go forth and slay the
dragons that terrorise us.
They rescue those in thrall
of the dragons, or bring
bounty from the dragon’s
hoard. They take away fear
and uncertainty and make
the world a better place.

We fret about data, who
is collecting it and why.
We fret about privacy and
security. We worry and fear
disruption, which changes
business models and renders
old business to ashes.
Some would have us walk
away, steer clear of these
risks. They’re dangerous,
we don’t know what the consequences will be. Maintain
the status quo, don’t change
too much. Here and now is
safe. Over there, in the
future? Well, there be dragons.

This is an odd dichotomy.
Fear and heroism. Danger
and victory. We warn people
away from the dragons, yet
we idolise those who slay
them. Isn’t this a familiar
feeling? Doesn’t this resonate with the online world?
We idolise and celebrate
those who have reshaped the
world around us. Digital
pioneers like Steve Jobs,
Bill Gates, Tim Berners-Lee
and Mark Zuckerberg are
cultural icons. Now they
are part of the narrative
of our world.
And yet we worry, we fret.

But change, development and
progress aren’t safe, comfortable processes. There’s
a reason the industrial
revolution is known as a
revolution. A status quo
was overturned. People’s
lives were changed. It was
risky, dangerous and frightening. The luddites reacted
against it. They knew that
there were dragons, and
they feared them. But one
by one, those dragons were
slain, the map filled in,
and our world grew. And, in
the main, it grew better.
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Here be Dragons is a
phrase used to denote
dangerous or unexplored
territories, in imitation of the medieval
practice of putting
sea serpents and other
mythological creatures
in uncharted areas
of maps.

H

owever much it
grows, though,
there remains
terra incognita
at the fringes of the map.
There are dragons. And the
world is divided between
those who fear them, and
those who would slay them.
Here be Dragons was a
warning – but only to the
cautious, the unadventurous,
the fearful. To the curious,
the adventurous and the
brave it’s an invitation.
Come here, find the dragon,
slay it and remake the map
with what you put in its
place.
For the entrepreneur, the
innovator and the disruptor,
Here be Dragons is that
invitation. It’s a siren
call to sally forth, and
change the world.
The digital industry needs
to know where the real dragons
are, the big ones. The ones
that change people’s lives.
Slaying imaginary dragons
helps no-one. The real
dragons we’re seeking, the
ones we will slay, are the
ones that are stopping us
manifestly making life better.
A dragon is an unsolved
problem, an unexpected
challenge, a barrier to
an unforeseen opportunity
to change life.

At NEXT13 we focus on four
major trends the digital
industry should closely
watch:
Invisible
technology gets
transparent
Interface
APIs, interaction
and services
Makers
DIY, 3D printing
and the makers
Context
smarter things,
data and mapping
All of the above have
one thing in common:
These areas are to a large
extent uncharted territory.
Here be Dragons.
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Partners

SUCOMO

hosted by
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C01
C02.01
C02.02
C02.03
005
L01

Dome Stage
SinnerSchrader Lounge
Speakers Lounge
Bar
Restroom
Lift

C02.01

Level

C02.02

C 01
C02.03

Floor plan
Berliner Congress Center
L01

Our venue has three
levels. Access the Dome
Stage on level C.
The White Stage, Start-up
Stage and two workshop
rooms (B03 & B04) are located
on level B.

005

Find workshop rooms A03
to A06 on level A, in
the basement.
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C

Level

B

V01
V02
V03
B01
B02
B03
B04
B05 - B07
B08 - B09
002
003
L01

Registration & Cloakroom
Helpdesk
Courtyard
Catering
Expo Area
Workshop B03
Workshop B04
White Stage
Start-up Stage
Restroom
Restroom
Lift

A01
A03
A04
A05
A06
A08
001
L01

Catering & Bar
Workshop A03
Workshop A04
Workshop A05
Workshop A06
Press Room
Restroom
Lift

Level

A

A 08

001

V01

V02

V03

B 08
B02

A 01

B 09

L01

B01

L01

B 05
B 07

002

A 03

A 05

A04

003

B04

B 03
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A 06

Wi-Fi

The venue is
covered with free
Wi-Fi. The network
ID is NEXT.

Opening times

Tuesday
April 23

08:00
– 21:00

Wednesday
April 24

08:00
– 18:00

To gain access
please scan your
individual QR code
on your badge or
enter the code
below the QR code
in your browser.

Follow us
Get connected
on Twitter with
@nextconf or use
#next13 to tell
us what you think.

Networking app

Join the NEXT13
community by downloading Bizzabo, our
mobile networking app:
bizzabo.com/download
Help

Search for NEXT Berlin
and start connecting
with other attendees!

If you need to
contact the NEXT
Berlin team, please
go to the helpdesk
or feel free to
drop us a line

Venue

info@nextberlin.eu
bcc – Berliner
Congress Center
Alexanderstr. 11
10178 Berlin

Programme as of April 11. Changes possible.
Up-to-date programme at nextberlin.eu/programme2013

